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FEATURES

BENEFITS

Ekata Network and Identity Risk 
Scores are predictive signals that give 
you the confidence to convert good 
customers faster with low-friction 
onboarding.

Use real-time risk indicators to 
stop bad actors from manipulating 
accounts and performing bust-out 
credit fraud before losses occur.

Leverage the power of machine 
learning to view top risk signals, 
catch discrepancies, and dive deeper 
into warnings for more details.

Make Decisions with Confidence Prevent Synthetic Identity Fraud Reduce Abandonment for 
Thin-File Customers

Leverage model-derived predictions 
— Identity Risk Score, Identity 
Network Score, and IP Risk Score 
and Flag — in your risk models 
to assess the riskiness of an 
application.

Risk Flags and Scores
Confirm that the email, phone, and 
address information provided in the 
application are associated with the 
customer name.

Match Statuses to Name
Verify the authenticity of customer 
details, such as the email, phone, and 
address provided by the applicant.

Validity Checks

Gain the flexibility to support 
massive, sustained query-per-
second volume requirements while  
retaining reliably low latencies.

Scalability
Gain insight into the line type of the 
phone number, the phone carrier, 
and country code — all of which can 
often be a strong indicator for fraud.

Enriched Phone Metadata
Assess the riskiness of IP address, 
phone, and combination of phone 
and email provided.

Network Signals

Account Opening API

Online consumers demand immediate gratification from their financial institutions. 
When that expectation isn’t met within minutes, they won’t hesitate to apply 
for an account at the next bank. To a financial institution, the balance between 
consumer friction and fraud detection is even more acute when assessing thin-file 
or unbanked consumers who are often missing key documents. 

Ekata data expedites the user experience for good applicants to help you meet 
your customer acquisition goals while preventing bad actors from using stolen or 
synthetic identities to gain instant credit, seek loans, launder money, or carry out 
bust-out schemes.

REDUCE FRICTION DURING NEW ACCOUNT OPENING FLOWS 
AND LOWER CUSTOMER ACQUISITION COSTS

ekata.com Account Opening API

http://www.ekata.com
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Ekata Inc., a Mastercard company, is a global leader in digital identity verification solutions that provide businesses 
worldwide the ability to link any digital interaction to the human behind it. The Ekata product suite is powered by the Ekata 
Identity Engine, comprising two proprietary data assets: the Ekata Identity Graph and the Ekata Identity Network. Ekata’s 
award-winning global product suite includes high-scale and low-latency APIs and a manual fraud review SaaS solution that 
empower over 2,000 businesses and partners, like Alipay, Equifax, and Microsoft, combat cyberfraud and enable an inclusive, 
frictionless experience for their customers in over 230 countries and territories.

ABOUT EKATA

Provide application details including up to 13 inputs — phone or email required — to gain critical insights that help you 
confidently assess the risk of applicants around the world and solve account-opening business problems.

SOLUTIONS

Confident identity verification enables your financial institution to reduce unnecessary friction for good applicants while 
introducing roadblocks and additional checks for high-risk applicants.

Improve Application Conversion Rates

Use predictive signals and risk scores to send fewer good applicants through lengthy step-up authentication processes and 
reduce the burden on your manual-review team.

Reduce Manual Reviews

Synthetic and stolen identities are some of the methods used to create illegitimate accounts. Go beyond static identity values to 
stop these fraudsters before they can set up an account and do further damage.

Prevent Credit Bust-Out

IDENTITY VERIFICAT ION WIT H  EKATA
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